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Introduction

Fire and cross, and paclc ofwild beasts, the wrenching

of bones, the mangling of limbs, the grinding of my
whole body, evil punishments of the devil - let these

come upon on me only that I may attain Jesus Christ.
Ignatius ofAntiochAD 110 (\Talker Bynum 1995, p.

28)

lVhat instruments and methods should we use to
understand grinding as social phenomenon in pre-
history? Is it possible at all to understand for a

modern archaeologist, or do we today perceive

grinding in a completely different way from peo-
ple in prehistory? In my opinion, there are points
ofcontact between past and present that are worth
discussing. Above all, there is ofcourse the archa-
eological grindstone material as intact or broken
specimens of reciprocating grindstones in many
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archaeological conrexts. There is also the hisrori-
cal tradition ofgeneral arritudes to and projecrions

of grinding, which is vital for howwe describe and
perceive grinding as a social construcrion in our
modern \Testern society. Historical texts, like the
one quoted above, tell us abour grinding as a soci-
al phenomenon in history but how do they cor-
respond to prehistoric grinding and grindstone
technology? In historical value systems, metapho-
rical aspects ofgrinding are represenred in gene-

ral attitudes and projections, both conscious and
unconscious, that are important for our perc€p-
tion of grinding as acrion in society. Generally the
historical grinding concept is loaded with negati-
ve associations (Fendin 1994; Lidstriim Holmberg
1998) - the grindstones being regarded as "mere

stones" - but among them is a sense of dissonan-

A[rstract
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ce that tells us that the value of grinding is com-

plex and diversified. It was this dissonance and its

application to prehistoric grinding that first

caught my interest in "the grinding concept". The

dissonance tells you that a historically low-valued

idea can nevertheless carry strong elements of
power. Grinding in history is both a low-valued

concept and a strong expression of transformation

(Fendin i994).
Both the archaeological material and the the-

oretical framework of grinding are diversified and

sometimes full of contradictions. This complexi-

ty, in my opinion, creates oPportunities to search

for new angles and approaches to the archaeolo-

gical interpretation of grinding in prehistory. First

a careful study of the different metaphors of the

grinding process are, I think, one way to exami-

ne the question ofgrinding as social construction

in prehistory. Another issue concerns the place as

a forum for social reproduction seen through the

grinding process. Is it possible to see cycles of
reproduction as functions, actions and material in

the different grinding contexts? \,tZhich stages of
the grinding process are present in each context?
tVhat sort of actions, represented by different sur-

faces, can be associated with each grindstone? Can

different grinding metaphors be traced on the

various rypes ofgrinders? Ifso, is there a connec-

tion between grinding metaphors and place? In

other words: is it possible to see certain grinding

metaphors represented at certain places? These are

challenging questions for further work. This

angle of approach seems to demand the integra-

tion of the theoretical and abstract framework of

grinding metaphors as socially constructed con-

cepts with spatial and functional analyses of grin-

ding material and their contexts. I will focus more

on this subject in my thesis on grinding as social

construction with the emphasis on south Scand-

inavian Bronze Age contexts.

This article, however, deals principally with

some essential grinding metaphors, namely: frag-

mentation, transformation/time, body and

stone/tool. I will start by briefly viewing some pro-

blems of interpretation that concern the identifi-

cation, classification and terminology of grinds-

tones. This is followed by a short outline of rese-

arch history ofgrindstones in ritual contexts as an

introduction to the subsequent section, which

mainly deals with different grinding metaphors

and the idea of grinding as actions. The last sec-

tion should be seen as a small attempt to use his-

torical texts with metaphors that seem to have

some validiry for grinding.

\What is a grindstone?

The feelings of dissonance mentioned above con-

cern grinding metaphors. As far as I can see, there

are also problems for archaeologists with the iden-

tification of the stones as grindstones, but also per-

haps a lack of attention to the complexity of the

grinding process. These problems can be formu-

lated in two simple but major questions: what is

a grindstone and what is grinding?

Let us first state that the grindstone is funda-

mentally a unit of two in a reciprocal position: the

upper stone and the lower stone. Each stone has

many traditional names (e.g. Lidstriim Holmberg

1998), but in this text the unit is consistently ter-

med: "grinders" or "grindstones", and if separated;

the "upper" or the "lower stone". The person who

grinds, if mentioned, is named "grindee" (Hersh

1982).
'We take it more or less for granted that grain

was one of the basic foods and that grinding was

one of the essential processing technologies in

most agrarian societies, also in prehistory. One of

the "indicators" ofagriculture in the archaeologi-

cal record is by tradition grindstones. They are pri-

marily associated with the domestication process

at settlements in Neolithic societies, especially

from a functional-economical view (e.g. Hersh

1982; \Tright 1993). However' one question Pops

up when we are confronted with the record of
grindstones at south Scandinavian Bronze Age

settlements. Are there really enough grindstones to

complete this picture of an essential process tech-

nology in prehistory? If not, what is the reason?

It could of course be the fact that grindstones

never played any special role in peoplet lives in

prehistory and perhaps the rather few recorded
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examples at seftlements are rhe only ones thar ever

existed? On the other hand, rhere are a lot of
grindstones in poor functional condition ar sett-

lements, for instance, in hearths, cooking pits or
stone settings. They could be fragments with small
remains ofworked surfaces that derive from grin-
ding. They are often not referred to any special

tool category and sometimes they are not identi-
fied at all. The explanation is of course the diffi-
culry of identifting them due to their poor srate,

but the problem is also related to insufficient
knowledge of grindstone prororypes and grinding
technolog;r. This will of course influence the
record of grindstones at an individual place but
will also affect the image of grindsrone represen-

tativeness in the Scandinavian Bronze Age in gene-

ral.

The more or less blurred and srereotyped ima-
ges of grindstones in our mind are not enough for
the identification ofa diversified corpus ofarcha-
eological grindstones - particularly in view ofrhe
fact that grindstones are generally found in frag-
mented parts, perhaps highly burnt or orherwise

in a poor condition that makes identification dif-
ficult. W'e must realize that these pieces of stone

were once whole and functional grindstones,
repfesentations of the grinding process.

The connection between historically and
anthropologically known acriviries in the grinding
process and the different surfaces on the grinds-
tones are just hypothetical and will so be. In fact
the only thing we can say with a fair amount of
certainty is that the different forms, surfaces and

conditions of the prehistoric grindstones are the
results of human grinding activities. Perhaps it is

also possible to give the srones an approximate
dating. It means thar the debate about grinding in
prehistory always will lack proof in absolute terms.
Archaeologists tackling grindstones as archaeolo-

gical material have so far used ethnographical and
anthropological analogies, preferably from North
America, Australia and North Africa, to learn

about the grinding process, such as possible grin-
ding motions and the technical conditions of the

grindstones. Some of them have also performed
experiments such as use-wear analyses and repli-

cas of archaeologically found grindsrones and
compared the results with the examples of ethno-
graphic analogies and the archaeological material
(Adams 1988; Clark 1988; Haalandlgg5;Hard
et al. 1996; Lidstrcim Holmberg 1993; Molleson
1989; Nelson & Lippmeier 1993; Schlanger
l99l; Schneider 1996; Cane 1989; Smith 1988;

Tomka 1993; \Tright 1993,1994). Many ethno-
graphical sources tell us that grindstones as poun-
ding and grinding implements have been used in
the processing of food (Hersh 1982, pp.42I f.).
\(/e can scarcely talk ofone sraric, non-changing
way of grinding by hand through prehistory.
There is both archaeological and historical evi-
dence of the development of diflbrent grinding
techniques reflected in material culture all over the

world (e.g. IGaybill 1977; Smith 1988; Curwen
1937; Bartlett 1936). Therefore it is not unlikely
to expect that this development, at least to some

degree, had also taken place in Scandinavian soci-

eties during prehistory. The grinding process com-
prises different phases of action involving the rwo
reciprocal grindstones. Those actions are roughly
dehusking through pounding and crushing, fol-
Iowed by coarse grinding to a certain fraction
level, and finally a finer fraction grinding to pul-
verize for meal. Intermediate stages of action may
be seen. Each step in the process leaves different
marks at the surfaces ofboth reciprocal grindsto-
nes. The archaeological identification of grinds-
tones sooner or later leads to questions concerning
the origin of these surface marfts. \Mhich grinding
techniques as regards forms, surfaces and species

ofrock can be traced in the individual grindsto-
nes? Another fundamental identification problem
is how to distinguish the upper from the lower sto-
nes. The combination of upper and lower srones

is connected to the manner in which they were

utilized (e.g. Bartlett 1933, 1936; \foodbury
1954; Hersh 1982) and therefore important for
our understanding ofthe grinding process. There
may be several different functional types of both
upper and lower stones, and one must be aware
that it is not an easy task to match them correct-
ly, especially if they are fragmented.

To obtain the best grinding result must have
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required the use ofvarious grinding techniques,

including the exchange ofupper and lower stones

with different coarseness during the grinding pro-

cess (Bartlett 1933, 1936). Even ifwe hypotheti-

cally could say, with support from ethnographical

and experimental studies, that grinding probably

was a complex and diversified process technology

in prehistory, there are still more questions than

answers left. How did grindstone technology

develop? -What smaller actions constituted the

prehistoric grinding process and how did the

grindstones relate to those actions? -What social

values lie in each step of action? These are just

some of the questions. Many of these problems

show the complexity of grinding in prehistory and

also the need for modulated models.

Grindstones in ritual contexts

One major problem of interpretation is grindsto-

nes in contexts that seem functionally odd for us.

This may be either intact or broken specimens in

wedands, in graves, in hearth areas or in post-

holes. tVhat was the reason for depositing them

there at all? Many of these contexts are interpre-

ted in ritual terms. It seems as if grindstones in not

directly functional situations exPress something

extraordinary with reference to their special pro-

perties as grindstones. One of these odd contexts

with remarkable grindstones was a small fen at

Hindby, outside Malmij, excavated by Malm<i

Museums from 1989 to 1991. The archaeological

artefacts and the different layers were dated by

C14 analyses and rypological criteria to the peri-

od from the Mesolithic to the Late Bronze Age,

with the emphasis on the Late Neolithic and Early

Bronze Age. Spread all over the small fen surface

and in the layers underneath was a remarkable

composition of bone, both human and animal,

bone implements, flint daggers and axes (Nilsson

1995). Most striking for me, though, was the over

a hundred more or less worn out grinders, most-

ly upper stones. Each stone had several smaller

surfaces: circular, oval or irregular, with signs of
knapping, abrading or rubbing. Some of the sto-

nes were almost covered with a variety ofwear pat-

terns. One could almost visualize the immense

actions that must have taken place on the stone

surfaces. Butwhat acdons, ritual or not, were they,

and what values do they represent in the actual

prehistoric society? And why the distinct selection

of upper stones and in such bad functional con-

dition?

Grindstones in ritual contexts are not a new

archaeological phenomenon. There is in fact a his-

torical tradition ofunderstanding grinders as soci-

al objects and as tools of transformation whose

values differ from the solely functional and eco-

nomic. One of the best-known examples is found

in Ian Hodder's The Domestication of Europe

(1990), where he deals with grinding stones as

ritual and social metaphors in aTurkish Neolithic

tell: Qatal Hiiyiik. The idea of grindstones as ritu-

al metaphors in archaeological texts can be traced

back at least to the late nineteenth century. Ben-

nett and Elton suggest in their comprehensive his-

tory of querns (1898) that North American anci-

ent rock mortars were holy and collectively used

grinders but also containers of holy rainwater.

Another of their many examples is the grindsto-

nes with engravings and sculptured faces on the

stone surface, understood as symbols relating to

the body, and to nourishment and fenility (ibid.).

The Swedish archaeologist Carl \Tibling claimed

in a report from 1903, concerning an investiga-

tion of the Bronze Age barrow "Drottninghtigeri'

near Helsingborg in Scania, that grinders in cer-

tain ritual places and grave contexts can be seen

as sacrificial. The grindstone can be seen as "a sym-

bol of the fertility of man and earth, of agricultu-

re and its protector; the god of the sun" (Vibling

1903, my translation). There are also more recent

works that studies grindstones in ritual contexts'

e.g. Per Karsten's dissertation ,4 x hasta yxan i sji)n

from 1994, which deals with grinding tools as

conceivable wetland sacrifices. Another example is

Cecilia Lidstr<im Holmbergk forthcoming disser-

tation about Neolithic grinding and grinding tools

as metaphorical traces of the past. In a couple of
works by Anders Kaliff (e.g. 1997) grinding sto-

nes from Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age cre-

mation graves are treated from an eschatological
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point of view as gifts of transformative ability lin-
ked to Bronze Age cosmology.

Metaphors for the grinding as action

Is it at all possible to refer social values ofgrinding
from our own modern society to values in pre-
history? And if so, how can we proceed? I will ans-

wer this questions with another one. How could
we possibly describe the grinding process ifwe do
not refer to our own perception of grinding?
Metaphors, as images, attitudes and projections,

are vital in the creation of values and therefore
central to our understanding of sociery. Projec-

tions ofgrinding are not fixed through history but
some of them seem quite longJived. They carry
vital information about grinding as a social con-
struction in systems of social reproduction, irres-

pective of their negative or positive approach.

\7hen studying metaphorical aspects in different
texts it is inevitable that one is influenced by onet
historical baggage of associations, implicit assump-

tions and projections. However, old and new

aspects are, in my view, able to give new approa-

ches to material culture and ideas. Using metap-
hors is of course not without problems conside-

ring the varying conditions of the source materi-

al. One vital point is the fact that the old histori-
cal sources are rather meagre. One must also be

aware that the meaning of metaphors is not con-
stant through history. It is rather that they have

been transformed or renewed in some way
(Andrin 1993). Both the composition and the
emphasis on certain subjects can reveal the write-
rt view of them as particularly important, impor-
tant enough to write them down. It is also worth
paying attention to the more unconsciously crea-

ted points of tension, confusion, fallary and self-

contradiction in the texts (Walker Bynum 1995,

p.xvi).
The common view of the concept metaphor

is historically that of a figure of speech and trope
(Entzenberg 1998, p. xviii; Tilley 1999, pp. 3 f.).
But the concept "metaphor" has various meanings.

The Greek word metaphora means that something
been carried or brought from a place to another.

Here I could use the aesthete Claes Entzenberg's
(1998, pp. xi, riri, 147) definition of metaphor as

the relational meaning, "inseparable from the

dynamic, very sense-making processes related to
different context-specific interpretations, which
provide the key to both content and placemenr".
The metaphors can then be used as an interpre-

tative resource that creates meaning as activators

of the contexts. This is also valid for grinding
metaphors and their relation to the grinding con-
text. I will sffess, however, that I am aware of the

complexiry of the use of meraphor definitions in
general, and likewise the question of using analo-

gy or metaphor. This is the subject of a multivo-
cal and diversified general scholarly debate (e.g.
\Wylie 1985). I will not at this level of writing go

further into this complex issue; my role here will
therefore be more of a survey and discussion. My
choice of Entzenberg's definition of metaphor is

not final. I prefer rather ro see ir as a srarring poinr.
As far as I can see, there is a vital point in the defi-
nition with reference to the grinding process and
the grinding context. I will emphasize grinding as

ways ofacting, hence the grinding process consisrs

of a series of smaller actions. It could, for instan-

ce, be dehusking by breaking and crushing, or pul-
verizing by fine fraction grinding. The grinding
metaphors are all significantly involved in these

grinding actions. I will develop this topic later in
the text.

Back to the grindstones in functionally odd
contexts that I mentioned initially. The relation
between the grindstones, or rather the represen-

tations of acting and the context, are of great

importance if we want to approach the values of
grinding in certain contexrs. \7e cannot see the
functiond connections between the grindstones

and the context today, but this not rule out the
possibiliry of functional connections in prehisto-

ry.
There is a small possibility thar some context-

specific values occur in no other places. They are

unique to that certain place, which will strictly
speaking make archaeological comparisons with
other contexts in time and space difficult. But the
grinding as actiont seen as metaphors could also
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be the key that actually connect different contexts

rather than separate them, and could therefore be

useful for the archaeological interpretation of grin-

ding in various contexts.

Grinding as action

Grinding in general can be described as a social-

ly determined action, e.g. seen in systems of soci-

al reproduction in prehistory. Systems of social

reproduction are characterized by their interacting

relations between cycles of fertiliry biological

reproduction and food consumption. Grinding

and grindstones are both representations ofaction

and material culture in such systems. The relations

reproduced through material culture are present as

a medium for people to carry out their actions.

Therefore material culture can be seen both as the

basis for and the consequence of action (Barrett

1989). The state ofgrindstones found in archaeo-

logical contexts - the design, its functional use

wear, or non-functional traces of damage before

or after deposition - is related to these actions. In
this connection I underline the image of grinders

as the unification of a pair. Another emphadc

point for understanding their participation in sys-

tems of reproduction is to see the grinding unit
as a stone/tool dialectic concept.

Perhaps one can say in a slightly poetical sense

that the upper stone contains the "memory'' of the

hands that grabbed it through thousands ofgrin-
ding motions. Hands also renewed the form of the

lower stone by the pecking of edges and surface

during the grinding process. It was probably the

hands of a woman, because hand grinding is rela-

ted through history to woment labour (e.g. Haa-

land 1999; Lidstrcim Holmberg 1998; Fendin

1994), even ifwe cannot wholly exclude that grin-

ding somewhere was a manly task. The funda-

mental cultural principles in society are so to speak

embodied as engendered actions, thoughts, and

perceptions expressed in the reproductive Practi-
ces of everyday life (Bourdieu 1977,1990; Tie-

herne 1997, p. 118). Grinding as socially deter-

mined action may be seen as a form of identiry or

process consisting of various stages or a flow of

smaller actions. Those reproduced relations and

the actions (irrespective oftheir definition as ritu-
al or not) are expressed through the material cul-

ture which could be metaphorically interpreted.

It seems that grinding as actiln brings certain

metaphorical meanings and thematic aspects to

the grinding context. Grinding as food-processing

activity by using grindstones is assumed to be an

everyday action. Grindstones brought from their

ordinary functional grinding settlement context to

ritually termed contexts such as wetlands, hearth

areas or graves need tools for interpretation. How
can we understand their presence? A major pro-

blem of interpretation has so far been to define

archaeological material as ritual or not, and there

are various criteria to set the classification limits

between ritual and profane contexts.

I think it is worth seeing that even ritual can

be interpreted as action. Something takes place in
ritual because of the action, and the action may

be grinding. One main reason for using ritual as

actionis ofcourse the fact that grinding so literally

is action. Even if I choose here to see ritual as

actiln, it does not mean that this is the only way

to conceive of the term. In fact, there is a diversi-

fied and long-lived debate concerning how to defi-

ne ritual as social expression (Bell 1992). I will not

enter deeply into this discussion here. The human

abiliry to ascribe an integrative function to metap-

hors is particularly obvious in the ritual actions.
tWhen the action rises above the ordinary context

it can gain new meaning (BelI 1992, p. 42; Rap-

paporr 1999, p. 27). Perhaps the many grindsto-

nes in wetlands could be seen as representations

ofeveryday acdon that gained new meaning from

the ritual actions?

The metaphor themes that are central for the

understanding and perception ofthe grinding and

the grinding tools are: time as cyclic, sexual repro-

duction, and transformation or change. These are

also constitutional elements in systems of repro-

duction. Each grinding theme may be seen from

the following aspects: fragmentation, rhythm,

body and stone/tool (Fig. 1). Both the themes and

aspects are closely linked to each other or rather

integrated in dynamic and complex forms. Possi-
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Tbories of social
rEroduction

Function
Reproduction
Form
Surface
Raw material

Pkce/context
Settlement
Hearth area
Grave
\Wetland

Action
Material
Motion
Sound
Change

Grinding and grindstones
as social constuction -

an issue of creation and dzsnuaion

Research
bistory

Metaphors - thernes
Time - cyclicity
Sexual reproduction
Tiansformation

Metaphors - lrspects
Fragmen
Rythm

tatron

Body
Stone/tool

Fig. I . A scheme of some constitutional elements in the interpretation of grinding as social consrruction.

ble meanings of grinding reside in the interactions

of those relations. The fragmentation (deteriora-

tion) aspect, for instance, is represented in dl the
themes, but also in all of the other aspects. I will
try to account for this complexity below. I will at
the same time emphasize that the different repre-

sentations of metaphors and their relation to the

grinding process should primarily be seen as sug-

gestions that need further investigation.

Ti:ansformation and time

One central message of rhe projections through
history is that grinding is a highly transformative
action. The transformation metaphor concerns

existential values in most societies all over the
world. Tiansformation is also a key word in the
grinding process because ofthe grain and its chan-

ge from grain to meal and from meal to bread, and

the grindstones are also involved and transformed
as a result of that process. It would not be too

unlikely to suggest that the transformation metap-

hor of grinding in prehistoqy could have had some

meaning, whatever it was. Thansformation is the
power to change form and ro cross boundaries.

Universally social transformation actions, e.g. rites

ofpassage, are connecred with the biological cri-
ses of life, birth, sexual maturiry, reproduction and

death. The rite ofpassage includes three consecu-

tive elements; before, at, and past the threshold.
These stages are commonly seen as symbolic death

and rebirth into the new status (Encychpaedia Bri-
tannica Online, "rite of passage"). Many of these

rituals concern plant transformations in proces-

sing and consumption of liminal food (Hamila-

kis 1999, p. 40). The processing ofgrain involves

several rycles of reproduction (Barrett 1989), such

as sowing, growing, harvesting, threshing and sie-

ving. There is also grinding in the form of brea-

king, crushing and powdering. Finally there is
baking or cooking and eating. Each step in rhe

process also contains a physical movement from
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one cycle ofreproduction to another, e.g. cutting

the living corn from the ground, bringing sheaves

ofcorn from the field to the threshing place and

so on. This means that several boundaries of
reproduction rycles are crossed in the processing
' c -'^i^ ""d this could involve a sort ofconflict

lrrr-ur€ 1982; Braithwaite 1982; Barrett 1989).

'Vhen the reproductive boundary of the cycle is

crossed, a state of chaos has to be overcome

through various rituals before order is restored.

Rituals may be seen as a method to keep the rycles
of reproduction together. Another mediating link
present in each of the cycles of reproduction is

grain. Both rituals as acdon and grain as a ground

medium are parts of the grinding action. Grain

ffansforms several times during the grinding pro-

cess. The shells are dehusked, and then crushed

and pulverized.

The grinding action and the repetitive grin-

ding motion are conceived in \Testern tradition as

heavy, time-consuming, monotonous and boring
(e.g. Bennett & Elton 1898, p. 39;Fendin1994).
Grinding is clearly a time-consuming activity, but

is it boring? I think there is a possibiliry to per-

ceive grinding in other ways. It does not rule out

that grinding actually was conceived as time-con-

suming and boring even in prehistory. My aim is

to search for new values that could help us with
the archaeological interpretation of grinding.
Grinding, instead of being a tedious activiry, could

be an activity associated with, for instance, the cre-

ation of time. The creation of time is embodied

in the grinding action through the repetitive grin-

ding motion backwards and forwards, or in the

circling grinding motion as in basin-shaped grin-

ders. The motion creates a rhythm that can be

held steady through singing (I{uburhistorisht lek-

sihon l98l). The repetitive grinding rhythm is also

transferred into a loud and suggestive grinding
sound reproduced to the surround environment.

The image of time is further expressed in the

fragmentation of both the upper and the lower

stone. This means that the stones literally grind

themselves to pieces during the grinding process

In this process they both change in shape and

reduce in size at the same time. This that must

have been obvious to people grinding in prehis-

tory. Besides the actual grinding, the gradual

decomposition of the stones can also be seen in

the necessary process of regular repecking of the

grinding surface. Another central grinding aspect

with connections to time is fragmentation.

Fragmentation

Fragmentation may be seen as breaking, crushing

and powdering in the various stages ofthe grin-

ding process. The fragmentation aspect is of cour-

se present in the ground medium - e.g., seed, nuts

or other materials - but it is also represented in
the abrading of the grinders as they grind down

during the process - an inevitable effect, a Process
in the process. 

-When the grinders are worn out

and finished as grinders, parts ofgrinders, perhaps

in new contexts, are still expressions of fragmen-

tation.

It seems that fragmentation with strong con-

nections to concepts such as transformation and

time, but also to body, has been deeply involved

in discussions concerning the conditions of life
and death through history (see \flalker Bynum

1995). The crushing and grinding could be seen

as controlled methods to accelerate the natural

fragmentation process of decay. In a metaphorical

sense it means that destruction is the condition for

new life, Fragmentation may be seen as the gra-

dual disintegration oflife, the inexorable process

of time exemplified by grinding and destruction

through fire or by breaking the worn-out grinds-

tones. But fragmentation can also be an act that

creates conditions for fertiliry, new life through the

manipulated release of the encapsulated. The brea-

king of the hull of the grain is the first step in the

making of meal. Figure 2 shows the various "life

stages" of a lower stone, from the symbolic birth
to death and perhaps to the rebirth in new forms

after deposition. The figure is an extension from

figure 12 in Joan Schneidert article in Journal of
Field Archaeology concerning the production of
milling implements at Antelope Hill in Aizona
(1995, p.307).
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Fig. 2. An example of the various "life" stages of the lower stone in rhe grindstone unir - from symbolic birth to
death and perhaps rebirth in new forms after deposition. The figure is an extension from figure 12 in Joan Schnei-
ders article concerning the prehistoric production of milling implements at Anrelope Hill, Arizona, in Journal of
Field Archaeology Q996, p.307). Illustration: Staffan Hyll.

l) Quarrying or collecting raw material and shaping prototype. 2) Further shaping. 3) The finishing pecking of
form.4) Grinding. J) Grinding wears surface basin-shaped, smooth and unusable. 6) Planing and repecking grin-
dingedges and surfaces. (5 and 6 repeated several times until surface is totallyworn down). 7) Tirrning upside down,
grinding on the opposite surface until this too is worn down. 8) New and various functions, e.g. abrading, cutting,

lTf.:t." 
smaller surfaces all around the stone. 9) Roasting on the former grinding surface. l0) Depositing frag-
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Body and stone/tool

The grinders are both stones and tools, and this

is a vital key to the understanding of their role in
prehistory. Attempts to "emancipate" grindstones

have generally focused on their identity as tools

and ignored their roles as stones. I am more incli-

ned to think that this attitude reflects our modern

view of what both tools and stones were in pre-

history rather than any prehistoric realiry. Grin-

ders are both stones and tools, and it will be more

useful for archaeologists to see them as a

stone/tool dialectic embodying metaphorical

expressions. In my opinion we must assume the

possibiliry that stones were not necessarily social-

ly subordinated tools in Bronze Age sociery. An
important argument for this is tLat one of the cha-

racteristics of grindstones is that they are trans-

formed in a similar way to the ground medium:

both the ground medium and the grindstones are

fragmented and worn down in the same process.

The reciprocating stones grind in a literal sense as

the grain also goes to pieces. The special proper-

ties of the stones correspond to grinding abiliry
(Hersh 1982).

\fhat has the human body to do with grinds-

tones and grinding? It is of course obvious that

grinding by hand is a very labour-intensive and

highly physical action (Fendin 1994l' Haaland

1999, p.401) with various parts of the body invol-

ved. There are the knees for kneeling on the

ground, sometimes instead the buttocks to sit on,

the feet to balance with, the straight back to lean

over the lower stone, the arms to push and the

hands to grab the upper stone or to feed the sto-

nes with more grain. Even the human voice can

be involved by singing grinding rhymes. The

whole body actually participates in the striking,

rocking or circling motions that are grinding.

The idea of body as central in all forms of soci-

al communication is the subject of an academic

discussion in many social disciplines (e.g. Spick-

er 1970; Douglas 1970; Laqueur 1994). Both the

human body and the bodily actions may be seen

as medium for communication (Firth 1973, Pp.
226-8). According to the sociologist Anthony

Giddens and others, the body is central in the cre-

ation of social identity; it represents a medium for

unity and continuity in time and space (Giddens

1984, t99t).
Both the different parts of the human body

and the bodily actions, when expressed metapho-

rically, may be seen as body symbols. There is also

a rich area ofresearch concerning the transferen-

ce of body symbols to items associated with the

body (Ellen 1977, pp. 357 f.). Grindstones as

body metaphors are connected to the human body

in general as a medium for interactions in systems

of social reproduction (Hamilakis 1999, p. 4l).
There are, for instance, several similarities between

the grindstones and the human body regarding

sexual reproduction and the biological process of
ageing. Some of them are mentioned here. One

of them is that the two reciprocating grindstones

can be seen as two reciprocating human bodies,

male with female, or female with child. The rela-

tion between the two grinding stones - two oPpo-

sites that make a unit - expresses in metaphorical

words the dialectics of the bodies of the nvo sexes

or the relation between different generations, as in

the example above (e.g. Robbins 1993, p. 188;

Lidstriim Holmberg 1998). Other examples of the

similarities between grindstones and the human

body are the ground grain and the grindstones.

\Tithout pointing out any special reference, I beli-

eve there are plenty of connections in'W'estern his-

torical tradition between ground grain as bread

and the human body. One well-known example

is the bread of the Holy Communion as the body

of Christ.

But there could also be connections between

the ageing of the human bodies and the subversi-

ve fragmentation processes that are essential in the

grinding process. There are also similarities to the

breaking of worn-out grindstones. Both the

grindstones and the human body worn-out as a

result of time and heavy grinding work.

In the next secdon I will give an example of
how metaphorical aspects in some historical texts

participate in the creation of values that can be

relevant for interpretations of the grinding con-

cePt.
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Fertiliry and repetition

I have chosen the examination of some historical
concepts in some early Christian rexrs. Caroline
'\Talker Bynum is a specialist in medieval religion

and culture who has analysed texts and images

from early Chrisdaniry (AD 200) to the Middle
Ages (1336) with the emphasis on body history,
resurrection in terms of burial, social hierarchy,

gender, digestion, fertiliry and selfhood (Valker
Bynum 1995, p. xviii). AII these socially defined
aspects are, as I see it, relwant for grinding as soci-

ally determined action in general. In her study she

shows that aspects of identiry through history are

expressed in concepts such as fragmentation, time,
body and transformation. The body concepr can

be seen as a concept ofself,, "in which physicaliry

was integrally bound to sensation, emotion, rea-

soning, identiry' (ibid., p. 1l). \(alker Bynum sta-

tes the ancient origins ofthe resurrection concept
and shows that, despite great changes in the per-
ceptions ofsoul and body, resurrection as materi-
al and structural continuity shows a remarkable

persistence through history. The resurrection of
the body is a universal phenomenon in history
that is always connected to extraordinary power
which is 'hecessary ro create and recreate, to
reward and punish, to bring life from death'
(ibid., pp. 22, ll,2).

In the early Christian texts, human identity is

seen as a union ofsoul and body. The resurrection

of the body/soul is described as a state of altera-

tion and as a result of decay; as assemblages of
fragmented parts - togerher a metaphor of extra-

ordinary fertility. According to Arhenagoras (c.

200 AD) that 'all reality is corporeal. Even soul is

composed of very fine material particles ... to be

changed is to exist in a different form' (ibid., pp.

35,36).
In these early Christian rexts time is described

as decay, expressed in the fragmenration concepr

as an organic metaphor, a gift of fertility. The wri-
ters use an old and long-lived metaphor for the
resurrection of the body - the Pauline metaphor
of the seed (I Cor. 15: 5). The image of the seed

is an image of radical transformation: from death

to new life in a new body. From the years around
AD 200 the fragmentation concept received a new
meaning. Decay was now seen as a biological thre-
at to the body/soul understood as absorption or
digestion - sdll an expression ofchange but now
a basic threat to identity. Resurrection as materi-
al continuity will now be the solution for identi-
ty by exchanging process for changelessness (\Val-

ker Bynum 1995 p.27,57). The image of decay

as a threat lodged in the body is still used as a per-
sistent mental legary.

I am aware that the texts above should be seen

in the light of a systematic Christian strategy

towards religious unity in Europe. But I would
emphasis that it is \Talker Bynum, not I, who sta-

tes the connections between the different metap-
hors and their ability to be long-lived. The grin-
ding metaphors that I have mentioned seem to me

to have more than one connection with the
metaphors interpreted by \flalker Bynum. -When

fragmentation as decay, for instance, can be seen

as threat it is not far to suggest that this also has

some validiry for the fragmentation process of
grinding. Of course, these expression of the Chris-
tian metaphors in the old texts could have been

transformed as a reaction to earlier meraphors. I
do not dispute that. One vital point with the
interpretations of W'alker Bynum is, as I see it, the
ability of the metaphor to be displaced slighdy and

gain new meaning through history. This means

that the fragmentation concept could bear mea-

nings that today are fundamentally changed. My
aim is to search for new approaches to grinding
beyond the negative images of grinding atritud€s
and projections. This means that I have no inren-
tion to "glamorize" grinding; instead I want to
investigate whether there could ever have been

other values. I believe that one point of certain
interest in the interpretations of'W'alker Bynum is

that she shows the complexity and the richness of
each metaphor and their possible changes over

time. This has validity, especially in the light of
grinding as social construction concerning the cre-

ation ofidentity now and in prehistoric societies.
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